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FOREWORD
It gives us great pleasure to introduce Maureen McCabe in

this, her first retrospective exhibition and first one-artist exhibition

in Boston. Some may wonder about Vose Galleries, known for

its ttaditional art, showing this collection of unconventional

collage constructions. In fact, McCabe's work has fascinated us

since her inclusion in our first Realism Now exhibition in 2003.

Her boxes are enchanting and draw us into a world where

imagination and reality exist side by side. They are puzzles;

they are funny; but ultimately, underneath it all, they express

the beauty, fragility, and strength of the human spirit. What

could be more traditional than that?

McCabe's professional accomplishments are numerous. She

has been artist-in-residence at Yaddo, Haystack, the Cite

Internationale des Atts in Paris, the Bellagio Study and

Confetence Centet at Villa Serbelloni in Italy, the MacDowell

Colony, and the list goes on. This is impressive in its own

right, yet of equal importance is Maureen's contribution to the

education of young artists. For more than thirty years Maureen

has taught studio art at Connecticut College. In 1997 she

received the John S. King Faculty Teaching Award in recognition

of teaching excellence, and in 2001 Connecticut College

acknowledged her significant contribution to the program by

naming her the Joanne Toor Cummings '50 Professor of

Studio Art.

Maureen McCabe is accomplished, dedicated and passionate.

Her work is full of wonder. We hope you enjoy the show.

Nancy Allyn Jarzombek
Managing Director



THE ART OF MAUREEN MCCABE

Maureen McCabe was born and raised in the

close-knit Irish-American community of Wollaston,

Massachusetts, just south of Boston. At the age of six

she entered the rosary bead drawing contest at her

local St. Ann's Church. When the winner was

announced, three Maureen McCabes stood up.

Stunned and shocked by the possibility she had not

won or worse - that someone would take credit for

her work — she left childhood and entered reality. The

realization that illusion and truth are often intertwined

has guided her life and art ever since.

As a child Maureen went to drawing classes at the

Museum of Fine Arts in Boston. These Saturday

" mornings inspired her with a sense of excitement and

wonderment she has felt all her life: they introduced

her to what has become a life-long passion for art, and

provided her with a glimpse into the mysteries of the

museum and its treasures. "Walking through the

medieval section and up a back staircase was a magical

weekly journey for me," she recently recalled. "We

were given paper and pencil and told to find some-

thing to draw. We could go anywhere unaccompanied.

I was drawn to the magical - the myth sculptures and

medieval relics — it all made sense to me." These

elements, a fascination with different cultures and a

love of the treasure trove, are still present in McCabe's

work, and provide both dominant and underlying

themes that she carefully orchestrates in her pieces.

McCabe graduated from the Rhode Island School

of Design in 1969 and earned her M.F.A. from the

Cranbrook Academy of Art in 1971. This was a heady

time for young artists coming into their own. Color

Field Abstraction, Pop Art, Op Art, Minimalism, and

Post-minimalism all vied for critical and public atten-

tion. "Anything goes" was in the air, and art students

could take their pick. McCabe, experimenting with

shape, form, and color, painted large, bright, abstract



To Sister Ellen, 1986
Mixed media on wood panel

24 x 20 x y/i inches

compositions and made collages from sheets of plastic

that were all the rage at the time. In her second year at

Cranbrook, however, she was in a car accident while

driving back to school. From that harrowing experience

she created an assemblage piece using the bloodied

black stocking she had been wearing and an embroi-

derer's hoop. This piece was wholly unlike her other

work to date and moved beyond student work in the

sense that it was not created for someone to like or

critique in a classroom. Rather, it was the first realization

of a private reliquary in which the juxtaposition of

specific objects gave expression to multiple personal

meanings. McCabe had found her medium. The act of

assembly, fitting together found objects, discovered

treasures, and drawn images, has occupied McCabe's

artistic imagination from that moment to the present.

McCabe's work falls into a category of twentieth

century assemblage art that at once challenges the

traditional conception of representational art while at

the same time offering new possibilities for defining

realism. In their search to push the limitations of

painting, Picasso and Braque produced a series of

ground-breaking collages, papiers colles, between 1911

and 1914, in which they pasted tickets, calling cards,

cut pieces of newspapers, cloth, string, and other odd



What Is Left Remains, 1977 and 1983
Mixed media on wood, 20 x 16 x 2J4 inches



bits directly onto the surface of drawings and paintings.

They put real objects and painted objects side by

side, forcing the viewer to ask what is the nature of

art and what is the nature of reality? By the 1930s,

influential surrealists Marcel Duchamp and Max

Ernst both delighted in the collision of realities that

occurred when fragments from different worlds -

newspaper advertisements, photographs, and old

engravings, for example — were placed next to each

other. From the 1940s through the 1960s, American

artist Joseph Cornell brought a new dimension to

assemblage art with his elegantly constructed boxes

filled with mementos and objects that conjured

imaginative worlds.

Thus the stage was set for artwork created with a

new kind of narrative and visual language. In

McCabe's pieces, everything has been carefully selected

and arranged; the area inside her box becomes an

entire world in which games are played and mysteries

unfold. Things are unpredictable, magical, and even

prophetic. Borrowing a trick from surrealism, McCabe

juxtaposes fragments from differing realities that can

be puzzling and convey ambiguous messages; a crab's

claw proffers a hand of cards in Dead Man's Hand

(p. 7) and spring-like coils connect hypnotist to subject

in Mesmerism (p. 16). Her work requires time to

unfold itself. One examines it up close, deciphering

puzzling objects and pondering layers of meaning.

McCabe provides clues to unlock the mysteries on the

backs of each construction. There, in collage/diary

form, she lists the objects used and explains contexts

in which works were created.

As much as McCabe draws upon sources and

inspirations around her, she also owes a debt to

Victorian domestic arts in her use of shadow boxes to

present her art. The shadow box is a shallow box or

case with a glass cover, which, in the well-heeled nine-

teenth century home, was used for display. Some

protected elaborate and fragile frames of precious

paintings; others were lined with velvet and held

arrangements of seashells from foreign seas, natural

history specimens, or hand-made ornaments.

McCabe's boxes also hold such exotica, sifted, culled,

and selected from souvenirs and mementos that she

has collected for more than forty years. The objects

are part and parcel of her art, and their arrangements

become personal expressions of her wit, lively curiosity,

exacting aesthetic, and intuitive soul.

McCabe frequently uses slate as a ground, alternately

working on nineteenth-century school boards and raw



Dead Man's Hand, 1979 and 1983
Mixed media on wood panel

16 x 20 x 2M inches



Rain (If You Want the Rainbow You Must Have the Rain), 1978
Mixed media on slate

&A x 9 x 'A inches



pieces of slate as a base for her boxes. "My great-

grandfather was a stone mason," she says, by way of

explanation. The slate gives her a smooth surface to

etch and an inky depth that she finds satisfying. In

the poignantly spare Things Just Fell Apart (Notley)

(p. 2), the artist etched words from a letter into the

unforgiving surface, then deliberately dropped and

broke the slate, creating a highly personal and moving

memento mori for a friend who had died. In 1990,

connected to her Gaellic roots and stimulated by

prehistoric sites and ancient stone carvings that she

viewed in Ireland, McCabe created a series of slate

pieces filled with symbols, Celtic designs, and starry

skies. Today she is producing a new series of slate

pieces that take for their inspiration a suite of seven-

teenth-century engravings of professions. The most

recent of this series is Vanitas (The Painter) (p. 18),

and is as much a portrayal of self as a statement of

artistic endeavor through the centuries. Like all of

her work it is made up of fascinating yet disparate

elements. "I like the concept of parts," she says, "as

in 'man of parts.' We are all made up of parts,

connecting bits of experience and memory that

intertwine illusion and reality."Hedy La.ma.rr, 1984
Mixed media on slate
24 x 20 x yA inches
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Equinox, 1989
Mixed media on slate

18J<x 19x2 inches
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Mixed media on slate
15x17x2 inches1 1
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VooDoo, 1980
Mixed media on wood panel

20 x 16 x2M inches
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Spider Divination, 1983
Mixed media on wood panel



Little Red Rooster, 1995
Mixed media on wood with slate

2V/2X 17x2^ inches
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Mesmerism, 2001
Mixed media on paper

18 x 18Mx2 inches
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Andromeda with Letter A, 2002
Mixed media on watercolor board

20 x 16Xx 1 inches r
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Vanitas (The Painter), 2005
Mixed media on slate
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Malleus, (with Penitent), 2003
Mixed media on slate

frame: 13M x 1 2 x 4 inches; top piece: 4 x 1M x VA inches
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